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Title word cross-reference

2 [KGV21]. N [SCJ22].

19 [DL22, KDD+22, San21].

2 [BCPM+23, KX21].

5DoF [SMSV20].

- Ability [EPM+20]. ABIPA [WWF+23].  
- Abnormality [TJH+20]. Accelerometer [WWF+23, ZAK+23].  
- Accelerometer-Based [WWF+23].  
- Accurate [ZAK+23]. Across [CK20].  
- Active [CM21]. Activities [AGJ21].  
- Activity [ALD+22, ABGO23, JBBF21, RFJKB21, RHK+22, SCL+23, VGS+20, WWF+23].  
- Adoption [BFO+21]. Adults [EPM+20, VGS+20]. Adversarial [ASA23, HDM+20]. Advertising [YT20].  
- Agent [CPP+22]. Agnostic [YMG+21]. aided [BYL+23]. Alarm [PRB+22].  
- Algorithm [AKMJ21]. All-textile [RHK+22]. Alzheimer [BFO+21].  
Anxiety [SOEM22].

Angiography [TVDB22]. Annotation [EWKM22]. Answering [BPDB21].


Architectures [FLSC+22]. Area [JJU+22].

ARIMA [WWF+23]. ARIMA-Based [WWF+23]. Arrhythmia [KMM+22].

Artifact [ZAK+23]. Artificial [cJCCGW21, vBAS+21]. Aspects [HSZ+22].

Assessing [NP20]. Assessment [BCPM+23, BYL+23, GS22, KMK+21, RM22, RLC21, SOEM22, SCSEH22].

Assistance [JCG+20]. Assistants [CM21].

Assisted [AAA+20, KIT22]. Assisting [SQHS22]. Association [AKM2J21].


Augmented [FHS22]. Augmenting [HDM+20]. Authentication [CBF+23].

Automated [KZK+21, SJM20].

Automatic [BBMD+22, BAL+22, FLSC+22, RBS21, ZSL+22]. Availability [KCTTM+21]. Aware [AAA+20, KMM+22, XZC+22, YMG+21, SBR+23].

Back [GLH+23]. Barriers [BFO+21].

Based [BKS20, CSSE22, FLSC+22, San21, SDS+21, WMKS21, WYM20, WYZ+20, WHYM21, WWF+23, AMN+22, BPR+22, DL22, FWWC23, SCSEH22, SAW22, YLZ23, ZAK+23].

Bayesian [BV20, KDD+22].

Behavior [ASA+23, CSSE22, GLH+23, SCSEH22, WOM+21].

Behavioral [KDD+22]. Behaviors [NP20]. Behaviour [KCTTM+21].

Being [MFMP+20, NP20, KCTTM+21, BKS+22].

Benefits [RFJKB21]. between [TVDB22].

Bias [MCM+22, TJH+20]. BioLumin [EWKM22]. Biomedical [BPDB21, DV22, EWKM22, GTC+22].

Biometric [SAW22]. Bluetooth [RBS21].

Body [HRW+20, JJJU+22]. Brain [CSSE22, RHT+22, SMS20]. Bridging [TVDB22].

Can [SPE+21]. Cancer [YT20].

Capabilities [San21]. Cardiovascular [HSK+21]. Care [GLV22]. CarePre [JCG+20]. Case [KCTTM+21, KDD+22, TVDB22, vBAS+21].


Characteristics [MKE+20]. Chatbots [CM21, SPE+21]. Checking [CK20].

Chronic [GLH+23, WOM+21]. Class [YMG+21]. Class-Anostic [YMG+21].

Classification [CM21, MCM+22, TJH+20]. Classifier [BAL+22, NKP+22, NKP+22].

Classifiers [PRB+22]. Clean [FBS+22].

Clinical [BBMD+22, CM21, JCG+20, SHL+22, SCSEH22]. Cluster [KZK+21].

Cluster-Driven [KZK+21]. Clusters [KZK+21].


Collection [KMM+22]. College [BKS+22].

Colonoscopy [vBAS+21]. Combinations [NP20]. Commodity [MPL+20, WYM20].

Community [KDD+22].

Community-scale [KDD+22]. Comparing [EPM+20]. Complex [AGJ21].

Comprehensive [HSZ+22, SO22].

Compressed [SAW22].

Compressed-Domain [SAW22].


Computer-Assisted [KIT22].

Confidence [RBS+21].

Confidence [YMG+21].

Confidence [SPE+21].

Confidence [YT20].

Confidence [San21].

Confidence [HSK+21].

Confidence [GLV22].

Confidence [JCG+20].

Confidence [TVDB22].

Confidence [BAS+21].

Confidence [MCM+22].

Confidence [TJH+20].

Confidence [EWKM22].

Confidence [BPDB21].

Confidence [DV22].

Confidence [EWKM22].

Confidence [GTC+22].

Confidence [RBS21].

Confidence [HRW+20].

Confidence [JJU+22].

Confidence [CLF21].

Confidence [CM21].

Confidence [KDD+22].

Confidence [TVDB22].

Confidence [vBAS+21].

Confidence [MPL+20].

Confidence [WYM20].

Confidence [KIT22].

Confidence [ASL+21].

Confidence [LVW+20].

Confidence [KMM+22].

Confidence [BKS+22].

Confidence [SAW22].

Confidence [DV22].

Confidence [RLC21].

Confidence [SO22].

Confidence [KIT22].

Confidence [ASL+21].

Confidence [LVW+20].

Confidence [KMM+22].
Datasets
MFMF GDUW22, KNP SJMH20, WOM

Correlation
PRB+22. Devices [MPK20, WYZ+20].
Diabetes [BCPM+23]. DiaFocus [BCPM+23].
Diagnosis [cJCCGW21].
Diagnostics [MPK20]. Dicrotic [SBR+23].
Dictionary [SAW22]. Different [HSZ+22].
Differentially [AAF+22, AKMJ21]. Digital
Thi22. Dim [WMKS21]. Discharge
[CK20]. Disease [ASL+21, BFO+21].
Disorders [HSK+21]. Displays [HRW+20].
Dissection [FLSC+22]. Distance
[APH+20]. Distortions [GSG+22].
distribution [GSG+22]. Diversifying
[BMC+21]. DL [HDM+20]. Domain
[CSSE22, GTC+22, JPS22, KBQvdS23,
SAW22]. Domain-Specific [GTC+22].
Driven [KZK+21, SAW22, AGJ21]. Drug
[TKK21]. During [RHK+22]. Dynamic
AAA+20, SO22].

Early [BAL+22, KAG+22, WKS+21].
Eating [BKS+22]. ECG
cJCCGW21, KMM+22, SAW22].
ECG-based [SAW22]. Edge
AAA+20, RM22]. Edge-Assisted
[AAA+20]. Editorial [SL20]. Effective
[CWR+21]. Effects [KBQvdS23]. Efficient
[JJJ+22, KMK+21, LCLS20, BPR+22].
EHR [GPBB22]. Elderly [WKS+21].
Electronic [LYH+23, VYJ21]. Elements
[GPBB22]. Eligibility [CM21]. Embedding
[BPR+22]. Emotion [GSG+22, WYZ+20].

Emotions [GSG+22]. EmotionSense
[LYH+20]. Empirical [CWR+21].
Empowering [CPP+22]. Enabling
[CWR+21]. End [NK+22]. End-User
[NK+22]. Energy
[BPR+22, JJJ+22, RBS21].
Energy-efficient [BPR+22]. Enhanced
[LKH+22, MFMF+20]. Ensemble
[BMC+21, MNMC21]. Entities [BBMD+22].

Entity [BPDB21]. Environmental
[GSG+22]. Epilepsy [HDM+20].
Estimation [LBHS22, WMKS21].
Evaluating [CM21, PRB+22]. Evaluation

D [KGV21]. Daily [AGJ21]. Data
[AGJ21, BV20, CPP+22, GKK+20, GPBB22,
HCZ21, KMK+21, KCTTM+21, LWV+20,
MFMF+20, MKE+20, MCM+22, NKP+22,
PRB+22, SLC+23, WKS+21, YLZ+23].

Data-driven [AGJ21]. Dataset [TJH+20].
Datasets [MNMC21]. De-identification
[LKHU22]. Decision
[BFO+21, JCG+20, MJPM22].
Decision-Support [BFO+21]. Deep
[CM21, GPBB22, MNMC21, SDS+21,
WOM+21, ZSL+22]. Defenses [NSRU21].

Delivery [San21]. Dementia
[BAL+22, KAG+22]. Depressive
[RFJKR21]. Depth [XZC+22]. Designing
[KCTTM+21, vBAS+21]. Detecting
[CSSE22]. Detection [AGJ21, GSG+22,
GDUW22, KNP+21, LBHS22, MPL+20,
SJMH20, WOM+21, WKS+21].

Deterioration [LVW+20]. Development
[Thi22]. Devices [MPK20, WYZ+20].
Diabetes [BCPM+23]. DiaFocus
[BCPM+23]. Diagnosis [cJCCGW21].
Diagnostics [MPK20]. Dicrotic [SBR+23].
Dictionary [SAW22]. Different [HSZ+22].
Differentially [AAF+22, AKMJ21]. Digital
Thi22. Dim [WMKS21]. Discharge
[CK20]. Disease [ASL+21, BFO+21].
Disorders [HSK+21]. Displays [HRW+20].
Dissection [FLSC+22]. Distance
[APH+20]. Distortions [GSG+22].
distribution [GSG+22]. Diversifying
[BMC+21]. DL [HDM+20]. Domain
[CSSE22, GTC+22, JPS22, KBQvdS23,
SAW22]. Domain-Specific [GTC+22].
Driven [KZK+21, SAW22, AGJ21]. Drug
[TKK21]. During [RHK+22]. Dynamic
AAA+20, SO22].

Early [BAL+22, KAG+22, WKS+21].
Eating [BKS+22]. ECG
cJCCGW21, KMM+22, SAW22].
ECG-based [SAW22]. Edge
AAA+20, RM22]. Edge-Assisted
[AAA+20]. Editorial [SL20]. Effective
[CWR+21]. Effects [KBQvdS23]. Efficient
[JJJ+22, KMK+21, LCLS20, BPR+22].
EHR [GPBB22]. Elderly [WKS+21].
Electronic [LYH+23, VYJ21]. Elements
[GPBB22]. Eligibility [CM21]. Embedding
[BPR+22]. Emotion [GSG+22, WYZ+20].

Emotions [GSG+22]. EmotionSense
[LYH+20]. Empirical [CWR+21].
Empowering [CPP+22]. Enabling
[CWR+21]. End [NK+22]. End-User
[NK+22]. Energy
[BPR+22, JJJ+22, RBS21].
Energy-efficient [BPR+22]. Enhanced
[LKH+22, MFMF+20]. Ensemble
[BMC+21, MNMC21]. Entities [BBMD+22].

Entity [BPDB21]. Environmental
[GSG+22]. Epilepsy [HDM+20].
Estimation [LBHS22, WMKS21].
Evaluating [CM21, PRB+22]. Evaluation
Future [PR22].

Gastrointestinal [TJH+20]. Gated [TKK21]. GeCoAgent [CPF+22].
Genderization [MCM+22]. Generalized [KMK+21]. Generating [HCZ21].
Generation [ASA23, AAF+22].
Generative [ASA23, AAF+22]. Genome [AKM21]. Genome-wide [AKM21].
Genomic [CPP+22]. Gland [ZSL+22].
Glaucoma [GS22]. Grade [ALF+23].
Graph [DL22, TKK21]. Growth [MPMP21]. Guidance [BPDB21, MPK20].
Guidelines [CK20]. Gymnastics [KMK+21].

Hand [FBS+22]. Hardware [MPMP21, MPL+20]. Head [ASL+21].
Health [AMN+22, BCPM+23, CWR+21, CSSE22, FWWC23, GLV22, HCZ21, JIU+22, KX20, KK21, MFMP+20, MKE+20, NKP+22, NP20, SPE+21, Thi22, WKS+21, YLZ23].
Healthcare [CBF+23, FHS22, GKK20, JPS22, JBBF21, MPK20, NSRU21, SPE+21].
Healthy [MJPMC22]. Human [APH+20].
Help [SPE+21]. High [PRB+22, SMV20].
High-confidence [PRB+22].
High-Precision [SMV20]. HMD [EPM+20]. Home [BKS20, KNP+21, SCSEH22, WKS+21, XZC+22].
Home-Based [BKS20]. Hospital [APH+20].

Immersive [EPM+20, EWKM22]. Impact [SJMH20]. Impairment [BAL+22].
Inaugural [SL20]. Indicators [AMN+22].
Indoor [GSG+22]. Infection [BKS20].
Integration [WWF+23].
Intelligence [vBAS+21]. Intelligent [JCG+20]. Interaction [MFMP+20, TKK21].
Interactive [EGWM22]. Internet [BGL22, YZ20].
Internet-of-Medical-Things [BGL22].
Interpretable [GPBB22, MCM+22].
Interpretation [TJH+20]. Intervention [CSSE22].
Interventions [KCTTM+21, KDD+22]. Introduction
invasive [HSZ22]. IoT [BK20, JBBF21]. IoT-Inspired [BKS20].

Issue [BG22, DV22, X20, X21, SL20].

Issues [NSRU21].

Keyphrase [DL22]. Knowledge [BPDB21, KBQvdS23].

Labels [TKK21]. Language [GTC22].

Learning [ABGO23, BMC21, CM21, GPBB22, JPS22, KAG22, KNP21, MNMC21, SQHS22, SHL22, SAW22, TJH20, WOM21, YT20].

length [ALD22]. Lengths [LCLS20].


Longitudinal [AMN22, BV20, CBF23]. Low [GLH23, RBS21]. Lung [ALF23].

Machine [BYL23, KAG22, KNP21, SQHS22, SHL22, TJH20].

Machine-aided [BYL23]. Maintaining [MCM22].

Mammographic [KGV21].

Management [BCPM23, RFJKB21].


Mask [RHK22]. Masks [ALF23].

Matching [SCJ22].

mCardia [KMM22].


Medical [AA22, BV20, BGL22, DL22, HRW20, KMK21, LYH23]. Medical-Order [LYH23].


Methods [DV22, KAG22, LYH23, RLC21].

Metrics [TJH20]. mHealth [KJBD21].

Microscopic [EWKM22]. Mild [BAL22].

Minimalist [RM22]. Mining [LYH23, LCLS20]. Mitigation [MCM22].

Mixed [EP20, EWKM22, FHS22].

Mobile [KCTTM21, KJBD21, KDD22].

mode [BYL23]. Model [BM21, GTC22, MFMF20, SAN21, SDS21].

Modeling [PR22]. Modelling [BY20, KZK21].

Models [KCTTM21, KBQvdS23, SO22, SHL22].

Modern [NSRU21]. Monitor [KDD22].

Monitoring [BYL23, BPR22, CWR21, FBS22, HS22, JIU22, JBBF21, KNP21, LVW20, RM22, WYM20, WHYM21, XZC22].

Mood [KZK21, BKS22].

Motion [SJMH20, ZAK23]. Movement [GLH23].

mSIMPAD [LCLS20].

Multi [BYL23, CSSE22, KGV21, WKS21].

Multi-Domain [CSSE22]. Multi-mode [BYL23].

Multi-Sensor [WKS21].

Multi-task [KGV21].

Multi-view [KGV21].

Multimodal [AMN22, LVW20, SOEM22, SCSEH22].

Multimodal-multiparametric [SOEM22].

Multiple [LCLS20].

Multisensor [SOEM22].

MV [ZSL22].

My [NK22, NK22].

Named [BPDB21].

Natural [GTC22].

Navigation [HRW20].

Nearables [AGJ21]. Needle [HRW20].

Nested [BBMD22].

Net [FLSC22].

Network [cJCCGW21].

Networks [ASA23, AAF22, ABGO3, BPR22, JIU22, KGV21, SAN21, SCL23, ZSL22].

Neural [AAF22, ABGO3, cJCCGW21, KGV21, SCL23, ZSL22].

NHS [Thi22].

NLP [DV22].

Non [cJCCGW21, GSG22, HS22, ZAK23].

Non-accelerometer-based [ZAK23].

Non-invasive [HS22].

Non-targeted [GSG22].

Non-Uniform [cJCCGW21].

NonInvasive [GDUW22].
[BV20]. Notch [SBR+23]. Notes
[MCM+22]. Novel [KZK+21, MPMP21].
Number [Thi22].

Obesity [GPBB22]. Obstructive [RM22].
OCT [GS22]. Office [KCTTM+21]. Older
[VGS+20]. On-Body [HRW+20]. Online
[AKM+21, RLC21]. Onset [WMKS21].
Open [Thi22]. Opportunity [SO22].
Opportunities [BFO+21, HSK+21].
Optimal [San21]. Order [LYH+23]. Organ
[SCJ22]. Organizations [CBF+23].
Out-of-distribution [GSG+22]. Outpatients [LVW+20].

Pain [BMC+21, GLH+23, WOM+21].
Paradigm [CBF+23]. Parkinson [ASL+21].
Parotid [ZSL+22]. Part [XX21]. Passive
[XZC+22]. Passively [AGJ21]. Past [PR22].
Patient [MCM+22, PR22]. Patients
[GLH+23]. Pattern [LYH+23]. Patterns
[LCLS20, SCL+23]. People [ASL+21].
Perception [KZK+21, MFMM+20].
Perceptual [SPE+21]. Performance
[MCM+22]. Person [SPE+21]. Personal
[BCPM+23, HCZ21, JBBF21].
Personalized [CBF+23, GLV22].
Pervasive [LBHS22]. Phrase [DL22].
PhyMask [RHK+22]. Physical
[ALD+22, VGS+20, WWF+23]. Physics
[SBR+23]. Physics-aware [SBR+23].

Physiological
[BYL+23, MPL+20, RHK+22].
Physiotherapy [APH+20]. Physiologically
[SBR+23]. Pipeline [JPS22]. Placement
[SMSV20]. Point [KDD+22].
Polycythemia [GDWU22]. Population
[CWR+21, FWWC23]. Pose
[ASL+21, LBHS22]. PPG
[BYL+23, BPR+22, ZAK+23]. PPG-based
[BPR+22]. Practice [KTI22]. Precision
[SMSV20]. Predicting [BMC+21].
Prediction
[BKS20, GPBB22, HDM+20, KCTTM+21].
MPMP21, SCSEH22, SDS+21, WWF+23].
Present [PR22]. preserving [JBBF21].
Pretraining [GTC+22]. Privacy
[JBBF21, NSRU21, VYJ21].
Privacy-preserving [JBBF21]. Private
[AAF+22, AKM+21]. Processing
[GTC+22, SQHIS22]. Professionals
[SPE+21]. Prognosis [KAG+22].
Programmability [MMF+20].
Programming [AAP+22, PRB+22].
Progression [RM22]. Protective
[WM+21]. Put [HRW+20].

Quality [BYL+23]. Quantifying [GLH+23].
Question [BPDB21].

Radiology [TVDB22]. Rate
[BPR+22, WHYM+21]. Reality
[EPN+20, EWHM22, FHS22, GLH+23].
Recognition [ABGO+23, BPDB21, GSG+22,
JBBF21, KZK+21, WYZ+20]. Recognizing
[AGJ21]. Recommendation [SCJ22].
Recommender [RFJKB21].
Recommending [NP+20]. Reconfigurable
[MPMP21]. Record [LYH+23]. Recurrent
[SCL+23, SDS+21]. Reducing [MCM+22].
Referrals [BBMD+22]. Regulation
[Thi22]. Relief [BCM+21]. Remotely
[ASL+21]. Removal [ZAK+23]. Reporting
[TVDB22]. Representational [ABGO+23].
Requirements [VYJ21]. Research
[EWK+22]. Respiration [WHYM+21].
Response [CSSE22]. Resting [SMH+20].
Retrieval [DL22]. Review
[FHS22, HZ+22, KJBD21, SOEM22,
VGS+20, VYJ21]. Risk [HSK+21].
Robust
[GSG+22, HDM+20, KCTTM+21, LCLS20,
RHK+22]. Routineness [AMN+22].

Saliency [YM+21]. Saliency-Aware
[YM+21]. scale [KDD+22]. Scales
[WMKS21]. Screening [KMM+22, YT20].
Security [CBF+23, NSRU21, VYJ21].
Segmentation
Seizures [FLSC$^+$22, YMG$^+$21, ZSL$^+$22]. Seizures [HDM$^+$20]. Selecting [KBQvdS23].

Selection [GKKS$^+$20]. Self [MKE$^+$20, RFJKB21]. Self-management [RFJKB21]. Self-Tracking [MKE$^+$20].


Series [ALD$^+$22, LCLS20, YLZ23].


Simulations [SO22]. Simulator [PR$^+$22].

Situation [AMN$^+$22]. Skill [KKM$^+$21]. Sleep [HSZ$^+$22, KN$^+$21, RMZ22, RHK$^+$22]. Small [MNMC21].

Smart [BKS20, KX20, KX21, SCSEH22, WYZ$^+$20].

Smartphone [WHYM21]. Smartwatch [CSSE22]. Smartwatch-Based [CSSE22].

Social [GLV22, RLC21, San$^+$22]. Software [THI22].

Sonar [WHYM21]. Sonar-Based [WHYM21].

Source [THI22]. Space [GS$^+$22].

Spanish [BBMD$^+$22]. Sparse [KCTTM$^+$21, SCL$^+$23]. Spatiotemporal [CWR$^+$21]. Special [BGL22, DV$^+$22, KX20, KX21].

Specific [GTC$^+$22]. Spectral [cJCCGW21]. Speech [BAL$^+$22].


Step [SCL$^+$23]. Strategies [San$^+$21]. Streams [WKS$^+$21]. Stress [MPL$^+$20]. Structural [FBS$^+$22].

Structured [TVDB22]. Student [BKS$^+$22].

Studies [AKMJ21, KJBD21]. Study [AMN$^+$22, CWR$^+$21, CBF$^+$23, KCTTM$^+$21, KDD$^+$22, LVW$^+$20, TJH$^+$20, vBAS$^+$21, TVDB22]. Successive [LCLS20].

Summaries [CK20, HCZ21].


Symptoms [RFJKB21]. Synthesis [PR$^+$22].

Synthetic [ASA23]. System [BKS20, JCG$^+$20, KZK$^+$21, KMM$^+$22, LKHY22, WYZ$^+$20, YT20]. Systematic [FHS22, KJBD21, VGS$^+$20, VYJ21].

Systems [AA$^+$20, LYH$^+$23, MPMP21, NSRU$^+$21, PR22, VGS$^+$20].

Target [GKKS$^+$20]. Target-Focused [GKKS$^+$20].

Targeted [GSG$^+$22]. Task [SAW22, KGV21]. Task-Driven [SAW22].

Tasks [SQHS22]. Technique [ZAK$^+$23].

Techniques [HSZ$^+$22].

Technological [MJPMC22]. Technologies [KX20, KX21].

Technology [APH$^+$20, BCPM$^+$23, RFJKB21].

Temporal [BPR$^+$22, HCZ21].

Term [BCPM$^+$23, MKE$^+$20].

Text [SCSEH22]. Text-based [SCSEH22].

Textile [RHK$^+$22].

Texts [AAF$^+$22].

Textual [MC$^+$22].

Therapy [HRW$^+$20].

Thin [HRW$^+$20].

Thin-Film [HRW$^+$20].

Things [BGL22].

Three [CBF$^+$23].

Time [ALD$^+$22, LCLS20, WMSK21, YLZ23].

Time-series [YLZ23].

Toilet [BKS20].

Tool [BFO$^+$21].

Top [SCJ22].

Top-SCJ22. Tracing [RBS21].

Tracking [MKE$^+$20, SMSV20, VGS$^+$20].

Transfer [ABGO23].

Transformation [MPM20].

Treatment [CK20, KBQvdS23, MPK20].

Triage [KGV21].

Trials [CM21].

TS [YLZ23].

TS-GAN [YLZ23].

Tumor [MPMP21].

Two [WMKS21].

Type [BCPM$^+$23].

U [FLSC$^+$22].

U-Net [FLSC$^+$22].

Unattended [KNP$^+$21].

Uncertainty
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[GKKS20]. Uniform [cJCCGW21].
UWB [XZC+22].
UWB-Depth [XZC+22].
Vaccination [San21]. Vaccine [San21].
Vibration [FBS+22]. Video [APH+20].
Walking [SJMH20]. Washing [FBS+22].
Wearable [APH+20, AAA+20, KX20, KX21, KJBD21, MPK20, VGS+20, WYZ+20]. Wearables [LVW+20, MNMC21]. Weight [WWF+23].
Weighted [SCJ22]. Well [KCTTM+21, MFMF+20, BKS+22, NP20].
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Wellness [MKE+20]. While [MCM+22].
wide [AKMJ21]. WiFi [WYM20]. Wireless [JJU+22]. Worker [KCTTM+21]. Workers [AMN+22]. Wrist [SJMH20].
Year [FWWC23]. Year-By-Year [FWWC23].
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